Bananas Unite

(Action: Hold arms above head, slowly wind them down, one at a time)
Peel bananas, peel, and peel bananas,
Peel bananas, peel, peel bananas,
Peel bananas, peel, and peel bananas,
Peel bananas, peel, peel, bananas,
Bananas Unite! (Hold arms above head, hands together)

(Action: pretend arms are knives and chop in front of you)
Chop bananas, chop, chop, bananas (repeat 3 times)
Bananas Unite!

(Hold hands flat, and slice sideways)
Slice bananas, slice, slice, bananas (repeat 3 times)
Bananas Unite!

(Pretend to eat bananas with both hands)
Eat bananas, eat, eat, bananas (repeat 3 times.)
Banana’s Unite!

(Jump up and down, shake body, be silly)
Go bananas, go, go, bananas (repeat 3 times)

Bananas Unite!